Embracing AI to build the next generation of DCIM
Parvez Alam Kazi, Head of Product at Smartia discusses the importance of
Next-generation AI-enhanced DCIM tools in the latest Intelligence Data Centres
Magazine (Issue 20) by the The DCA (Data Centre Alliance). As the demand
for data and digital services is set to drive exponential growth in the need for
data centres, it’s important to embrace technologies that are on hand to deal
with such rising demand.
Parvez suggests openly embracing Artiﬁcial Intelligence in order to build the
next generation of DCIM and support the industry.

Click on the image for further details on smartia.tech
or for the complete issue joomag.com

Smartia's Lunch Webinar Series AI in the Aerospace and Defence Sectors
Smartia's Virtual AI Webinar series continues and this one on 16th
December 2020 will focus on the adoption of AI in the Aerospace and
Defence sectors.
Please contact: info@smartia.tech to register
AGENDA
12:00 - Introductions
12:05 - Smartia - Dan Howarth
12:15 - Rolls-Royce - TBC
12:25 - BAE Systems - James Leadbetter
12:35 - Airbus - Hugo Raposeiro
12:45 - Q&A
13:00 - Close
The webinar will also include details on a number of use cases from the
Aerospace and Defence sectors.
Click on the image for further details from smartia.tech

New Smartians, meet Phil Ostler and Aaron Galea
Smartia is pleased to welcome its newest members Phil Ostler, who has joined
the Smartians team as a Senior Front End Software Engineer and Aaron
Galea, who has joined as a Senior Software Engineer.

For further details, please click on the following links
New Smartian - Phil Ostler (left)
New Smartian - Aaron Galea (right)

UK Artiﬁcial Intelligence analysis 2020
The world of Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) is expanding. Market and academic
research relate AI to the 4th Industrial Revolution (or Industry 4.0). Industry 4.0
is characterised by a change towards automated procedures, leaving manual
work behind. In this process, Artiﬁcial Intelligence plays a crucial role. For this
reason, analysing the AI sector in the UK is a great way to understand how the
country is engaging with the new industrial revolution.
But, ﬁrst of all, what is Artiﬁcial Intelligence? In short, AI can be seen as
technology with similar cognitive abilities to humans. For example, it is able to
learn from various forms of data and ﬁnd solutions to problems. Currently, it is
a key component of sectors like robotics, medicine or marketing; allowing
them to perform better than ever before.

Click on the image for further details from thedatacity.com

Smartia's Turning data into proﬁt MAIO white paper is now available
£650 billion a year is wasted due to inefﬁcient operations and poor decision
making, this number is for the UK alone. Using their own industrial intelligence
technology, MAIO and data science experts, Smartia aims to help companies to
stop bleeding money and convert data into proﬁt.
This paper looks into how Smartia is enabling its partners to adopt digital
technologies, how this impacts their business, what is required to achieve this
digital transformation and most importantly, how to get started.
Click on the image for more details from smartia.tech

About Smartia...
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Catch you next time...!
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